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Paul Greaney QC

A tenacious advocate, Eleanor Fry deals with a broad range of complex and sensitive matters in the criminal and family 
jurisdictions, often with cross-jurisdictional aspects.

‘She has a very calm, measured approach, combined with a great 
eye for detail. Her judgement and assessment of cases is spot on 

and her advice to clients always clear and understandable. Judges 
warm to her manner.’ 

Legal 500 

Family Briefing
by Eleanor Fry

Why we should sit up and take no�ce before applying for Non-
Molesta�on Orders without no�ce 

1. The Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (“LASPO”) brought about
significant limita�ons and exclusions to the provision of legal aid in, inter alia, private law family
proceedings; these changes and their impact on the administra�on of, and access to, jus�ce have
been the subject of much debate over the past decade and an ar�cle of this length and nature could
not begin to do jus�ce to them all.

2. However, one consequence of the preserva�on1 of legal aid for certain applicants who can be said
to be vic�ms of domes�c violence (or to be at risk of domes�c violence) is that applicants for Non-
Molesta�on Orders under sec�on 42 of the Family Law Act 1996 (“FLA”) now frequently have the
benefit of legal aid in cases in which the respondent is unrepresented and unable to access advice.

3. There is no ques�on that this was a necessary preserva�on.  Many of those who are subject to
and/or at risk of domes�c abuse are among the most vulnerable in society and therefore ought to
have access to jus�ce to ensure that they are protected where necessary.  However, this inequality
of arms is now a common occurrence in the Family Court and whilst District Judges (and Depu�es)
are used to dealing with li�gants in person and to striving to ensure fairness and adherence to the
relevant legal test(s), there remain certain du�es upon legal representa�ves ac�ng in those
circumstances, not least of which is to ensure that the legal test is met by the evidence
underpinning any applica�on they file and is outlined properly at any hearing.

1 Under paragraph 12, Part 1, Schedule 1 of LASPO 
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4. Pursuant to s42 of the FLA, a person may bring an applica�on for a non-molesta�on order against 
an “associated person” (a family member, cohabitant, ex-partner, etc.2) to prevent “molesta�on” 
by that person of the applicant and/or a relevant child.  In deciding whether to grant the order, and 
if so in what form, the court will have regard to all of the circumstances of the case, including the 
“need to secure the health, safety and well-being” of the applicant or relevant child3.  Whilst there 
is no legal defini�on of molesta�on, it was considered by Ormerod LJ in Horner v Horner [1983] 4 
FLR 504 to include “any conduct which can properly be regarded as such a degree of harassment 
as to call for the interven�on of the court.”

5. In other words, a key considera�on should be whether a court order is actually necessary to 
protect the applicant from the conduct complained of.  Rather than focussing solely on the 
conduct itself, the court will need to consider how this par�cular applicant/relevant child is 
affected by it, or rather the “harassment, alarm or distress caused by it”5. Family lawyers will of 
course be familiar with the concept of controlling and coercive behaviour and how abusive 
behaviours which may appear minor to some may in fact be calculated to cause, and succeed in 
causing, significant distress in the par�cular circumstances of that rela�onship (although for the 
purposes of a non-molesta�on order applica�on, there is no need for the molesta�on to have 
been specifically intended to cause alarm/distress6).

6. In the case of DS v AC [2023] EWFC 46, determined in March of this year, drawing from both statute 
and case law within the par�cularly helpful paragraphs 23-24, Lieven J summarised the various 
principles of applica�ons for ex-parte non-molesta�on orders, which should act as a reminder to us 
all:

23. a. “On a without notice application the court must consider whether there is a risk of significant 
harm attributable to the Respondent if the order is not granted immediately, s.45(2)(a);

b. And whether the Applicant would be deterred or prevented from making the application if the 
order is not made immediately; s.45(2)(b);

c. A without notice order should only be made in exceptional circumstances and with proper 
consideration for the rights of the absent party, R v R [2014] EWFC 48 at [1];

d. The Court should use its powers under the FLA with caution, particularly at a one -sided 
hearing, or necessarily on a paper consideration without the other party having notice, R v 
R at [1];

2 Specific defini�on within sec�on 62 of the FLA 
3 Sec�on 42(5) of the FLA 
4 at p.51G 
5 Re T (A Child) [2017] EWCA Civ 1889  
6 Supra 

https://uk.westlaw.com/Document/IC393C5F0E42711DA8FC2A0F0355337E9/View/FullText.html?originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=b597d51088e64a858742e8a10df819df&contextData=(sc.Search)
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e. "molestation" does not imply necessarily either violence or threats of violence, but can cover 
any degree of harassment that calls for the intervention of the court, Horner v Horner [1983] 
4 FLR 50 at 51G;

f. The primary focus of the court should be upon the "harassment" or "alarm and distress" 
caused to those on the receiving end, Re T (A Child)[2017] EWCA Civ 1889;

g. There does not have to be a positive intent to molest, Re T at [42].

24 It is important that these principles are applied properly, and orders are not simply granted by 
default. In particular, it is important for all concerned to note that a without notice application 
should only be made in exceptional circumstances where there is a risk of significant harm. If a 
without notice application is made, then the statement in support must expressly deal with why 
the case is exceptional and what the significant risk alleged is. There can be no doubt that far 
too many such applications are made where there is no reasonable basis to grant the 
application without notice.” 

7. It really is incumbent, therefore, upon legal representa�ves to ask ourselves whether a without 
no�ce applica�on is appropriate in the circumstances.  As to, “proper considera�on for the rights 
of the absent party” at paragraph 23(c) of DS v AC, we must bear in mind that a party seeking a 
without no�ce injunc�on bears a duty of full and frank disclosure to the court of all maters that 
have a bearing on the prospects of the applica�on.   As  Carr  J  (as  she  then  was)  stated  in 
Alexander Tugushev v Vitaly Orlov [2019] EWHC 2031 (Comm) at [7], “The court must be able to 
rely on the party who appears alone to present the argument in a way which is not merely designed to 
promote its own interests but in a fair and even-handed manner, drawing aten�on to evidence 
and arguments which it can reasonably an�cipate the absent party would wish to make”.  This infers 
an obliga�on upon legal representa�ves at dra�ing stage and before any court hearing to probe the 
instruc�ons given to them and ask those ques�ons arising which could lead to undermining 
answers, therea�er ensuring that the informa�on is presented fairly.

8. Our du�es do not end there, however.  There is also a duty, where appropriate of course, to ensure 
that any resultant order is dra�ed accurately7 and that the provisions are workable; as Peter 
Jackson J (as he then was) said in R v R8, “(t)his considera�on applies with special force when a 
breach of the order will amount to a criminal offence”9

7 R v R [2014] EWFC 48 
8 [2014] EWFC 48 
9 Pursuant to sec�on 42A of the FLA 

https://plus.lexis.com/uk/document/?pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fbooks-journals-uk%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A8VVF-W562-8T41-D479-00000-00&selectedTocLevelKey=TAAHABDAABAAQ&crid=ace53107-a8bb-4b41-bf24-f68a5c7573bf
https://uk.westlaw.com/Document/I15307610B1E711E99756B3E233521C1C/View/FullText.html?originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=5c14d870483a401f934c3c5aa47863c5&contextData=(sc.Search)&comp=wluk&navId=9DA1A8B3AC5856FFA58D799823763F93
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